
 
 
2018 MALF Candidate Pre-interview Questions 
Candidate: Christopher B. Leone  
State Senate for District 23 
 
1. Please tell us briefly about what qualifies you to serve in the AZ Legislature. 
Anyone is who wants to serve and is willing to put the public interest before partisan and private 
ones is qualified. We need more average Arizonans, unaffiliated with unelected party officials and 
special interest groups to run and serve. Simply being a member of a party does not make someone a 
good legislator. Being an effective legislator is comprised of two things: the quality of the legislation 
you propose and the quality of your conduct with other legislators. As an independent, I will work in 
good faith with members of both parties. As a graduate of the Wharton School of Business and the 
Walter Cronkite School of Journalism, with a successful career in corporate America, I'm well 
positioned to evaluate and support legislation that makes sense for all Arizonans. 
 
2. Briefly, why did you decide to run for this office? 
I'm running to give Arizona an independent voice. My father was a Republican, and my Mother was 
a Democrat. I grew up hearing opposing opinions, respecting each, and thinking about alternatives 
that would satisfy both parents. As an independent, without a party to restrain me, I will take 
positions that may not fit either party's ideological framework, but make sense for Arizona. I will be 
a catalyst for legislation that puts problem-solving ahead of partisan maneuvering. I will seek 
solutions that are informed by data as well as traditions. 
 
3. Please describe any past experience or affiliations with AFL-CIO unions. 
None 
 
4. How will you, as a candidate and elected official, support the recent growth in the union 
movement, and show that you are an ally and friend of labor? 
If everyone is moving forward together, then success takes care of itself. – Henry Ford 
I take Ford's words also to mean that if employees are happy, profits will follow. In situations where 
working conditions are unsatisfactory to a large number of employees, workers should be able to 
join with other workers to bargain for whatever changes they need. Employee associations are a 
fundamental human right; though, no one should be forced or coerced to join. 
 
5. Is there anything that you would like us to know that has not been covered in these 
questions? 
As an independent, I do not have the financial support – lobbyists and donor lists – that my 
counterparts have. In addition, I have more than half of the nominating signatures I need to get on 
the ballot, but I am not there yet and the deadline is May 31. If you do choose to endorse me, please 
encourage your members in my district to sign my online nominating petition. I would love to get a 
list of your members, with email and telephone number, in my district so I can contact them 
directly. 
 


